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SUMMARY 

Many organizations today are struggling with enterprise-
wide Risk visibility including securing Supply Chain. In 
addition, to facilitate, centralize, improve and simplify Risk 
Management across different parts of any enterprise, an 
integrated and collaborative approach is absolutely 
essential.  
 

Unfortunately, as recent COVID19 events demonstrated, 
this is too often simply not the case. Indeed, multiple 
components, prominently including the supply chain, 
create high risks for any size firm or agency. Thus, to be 
successful, an Enterprise Risk Management solution must 
leverage and address all the interdependencies of these 
enterprise risk factors through, audits, prioritization, 
measurement, mitigation, active monitoring and reporting 
of consolidated threats to the Enterprise.  

 

 

SUPPLY CHAIN & ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Our Enterprise Risk solution is driven, first and foremost, by business outcomes which cannot be 
achieved without sophisticated information sharing and linking, coordination within business units 
and integrated datasets - painting a complete and unbiased enterprise risk picture. Visibility into the 
digital supply chain is essential for streamlined planning and informed decision making. 

 
 
The United States needs resilient, 
diverse, and secure supply chains to 
ensure our economic prosperity and 
national security.  Pandemics and other 
biological threats, cyber-attacks, 
climate shocks and extreme weather 
events, terrorist attacks, geopolitical 
and economic competition, and other 
conditions can reduce critical 
manufacturing capacity and the 
availability and integrity of critical 
goods, products, and services. 
 

 
”Executive Order on America’s Supply 
Chains”  President Biden | February 24, 2021 

Many agencies and enterprises still operate in silos and 
many business functions are disconnected. The risk 
management process encompasses planning and 
running of all tactical and strategic activities involved in 
accessing operational, technological, cyber, supply 
chain and others risks. “Out-of-the-box”, Fresh 
Haystack’s approach aligns with 4 out of the 5 pillars of 
the National Counterintelligence Strategy released in 
February 2020. 

Our methodology for assessing risk enables an Enterprise 
to baseline and prioritize suppliers / vendors / 
subcontractors and supply chain elements and enables 
predictive modeling while taking into account critical 
programs, personnel, facilities, and assets.  Our platform 
allows for assessing, managing, investigating, and 
mitigating Enterprise Risk continuously. 

National Counterintelligence 
Strategy Alignment 

 

 

ü Protects the National Security 
Infrastructure 
 

ü Reduces threats to Key U.S.   
Supply Chains 
 

ü Counters the Exploitation of the 
U.S. Economy 
 

ü Counters Foreign Intelligence 
Cyber & Technology Operations 
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Enterprise Risk focused Approach 

Fresh Haystack’s platform view “depicted below” is based on our case management framework as a 
foundation enabling role-based security and dashboards, reporting/metrics, audits, and integrations with 
other internal/external systems. Workflows and SLAs (Service Level Agreement) are coupled with 
notifications/escalations and AI (Artificial Intelligence) RIDE (Risk Integration & Decision Engine). We 
connect meaningful and siloed enterprise data (HR, Personnel/Cyber Security, Supply Chain and Critical 
Assets/Technology) to formulate an integrated risk baseline driving vital capabilities such as: 

� Enabling collaboration between organizational / functional business units 
� Supply Chain Advanced Analytics and Capacity Modeling 
� Business InstantID powered by Lexis Nexis Risk Solutions for suppliers/vendors due diligence enabling:  

 

ü Business audits and uncovering potentially risky connections between businesses and their officers. 
ü 10 Sanctions and Watch lists on both the people and businesses including Criminal, Asset & 

Derogatory information (bankruptcies, judgements, liens, foreclosures) 
ü Recognizing suspicious activities or owners 
ü Finding non-compliance with regulations 
ü Modernizing evaluations to ensure consistency 

� Investigation Management of the insider threat, cyber or any other issues  
� Continuous Adaptive Risk Evaluation (CARE) features risk identifications, baselining, asset prioritization 

and evaluation with the goal of risk mitigation and proactive monitoring.  
 

Our methodology optimizes the supply chain and eliminates bottlenecks across the enterprise. Advanced 
analytics and modeling create simulations that drive effectiveness and cost-reduction opportunities while 
ensuring the enterprise-level risk is continuously assessed.  
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AI RIDE  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Supply Chain Risk Management 

The recent desperate hunt for PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) and medical supplies (ventilators, 
testing kits, etc.) during the global pandemic has had numerous impacts, including driving competition and 
unparalleled friction between the USA and China, and the full effects have yet to be seen. Global 
competition has highlighted the fact that critical customers – the Federal Government, States, hospitals, 
manufacturing facilities, and other businesses across our country - have very limited technological capabilities 
to accurately measure or predict urgent supply needs such as delivery timelines, costs, or needed volume; all 
at scale. 

CANDA Solutions provides scalable, innovative technology solutions combined with experienced support 
to cut through the clutter and provide meaningful business benefits. As we continue to grow and embrace 
new technologies, we stay committed to our mission, “Empowering Enterprise Risk Management” – and are 
presenting SCATO (Supply Chain Assignment & Tuning Optimization) - a state-of-the-art approach that is a 
scalable, secure, adaptable, and flexible supply chain optimization solution.  

The SCATO algorithm is a projection model solving multi-objective decision problems (Pareto, problems 
with more than two objectives) by using a dynamic multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA).  

 As the value of U.S. Federal Government and 
Corporate Intellectual Property (IP), reputation, 
brand, and national interests increase, organizations 
will have to deploy new, cutting edge security 
technologies and integrations to increase protection 
from inside and outside threats.  

Fresh Haystack AI (Artificial Intelligence)  
RIDE (Risk Integration & Decision Engine) allows  
our customers to profit from true integrated risk  
management and data driven decision making. 
Features currently available are: 
 

� Hyperautomation 
� Internal/external system integration 
� Event Broker 
� Predictive Decision Modeling 
� Harmonization of Risk Silos 
� Organizational Resilience 
 
 
CANDA is expanding AI RIDE to provide an automated system to import risk data from various internal and 

external systems and data sources -and- to perform the risk evaluation.  Automated determinations 

continuously assess threats and vulnerabilities and the likelihood of adverse events. Also, both the risk 

mapping and data sources are setup and maintained within the application. Lastly, the tool could use 

compliance data vs. risk-based models and apply three (3) main areas of analytics applicable to these 

models: Complex Event Processing (sees events in context), Predictive Analytics (rule-based matching 

and risk-based triggers), and Operations Research (Monte Carlo simulation for what-if analysis). 
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Through this unique approach, efficient modeling and predictive supply chain planning and distribution are 
achieved based on a set of business objectives, which are tuned to deliver the most optimal solution. The 
result is a schedule based on multiple supplier parameters (availability, cost, timeline, shipping method, 
due diligence, etc.) and other factors i.e. incentives, travel distance and/or success probability. SCATO also 
provides feedback/approval and the ability to run a range of “what-if” scenarios based on real-time data, 
thus giving Commanders, supply managers, and/or planners maximum insight for decision making. 
 

 

To minimize agency/corporations’ risk in today’s world and comply with latest directives, traditional 
approaches to due diligence may need revamping. When analyzing a business— whether before 
approving a supplier or when evaluating ongoing performance—one needs to understand the complete 
risk profile of the business, including the individuals associated with it. 

Our strategic partnership and integrated solution offering with a leading data provider, LexisNexis Risk 
Solutions, offers a full array of business data solutions to streamline and strengthen one’s procurement 
process. With the powerful combination of unparalleled data reach and proven analytics, 
agencies/corporations can tap into business intelligence to: 

ü Verify a supplier’s self-provided data 
ü Conduct thorough business audits 
ü Uncover related businesses and potentially risky connections 
ü Recognize suspicious activities or owners 
ü Identify non-compliance with regulations 
ü Streamline evaluations and ongoing scrutiny 
ü Ensure consistency no matter who performs the research 

Our combined solution provides better business data, workflow efficiency, compliance, and modern 
technology to help mitigate vendor-related concerns. From identifying and assessing a business and its 
associates to monitoring for changes over the lifetime of the relationship.  
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CARE 

The diagram below depicts our approach to continuously evaluate risk - identify, prioritize, evaluate the 
risk baseline across multiple risk streams, document mitigations, score the baseline, and produce a 
Tailored Security Plan (TSP). The TSP is used to track all risk reduction activities, find the issues, and 
execute mitigations to improve Enterprise risk posture. 

 

All issues are documented, audited, weighted, and probability is added. The risk score is calculated for 
each risk stream and the total enterprise risk score (eCARES) is a weighted mean of the individual risk 
streams. CARE delivers a crucial integrated function with the primary responsibility of linking major 
business functions and processes within and across the Enterprise into a cohesive, high performing 
business and risk model.  

CONCLUSION 

 
 

 
 

Fresh Haystack’s modular platform enables the realization of an Enterprise Risk 
Management capability that was previously limited by silos and technology. We 
believe our Enterprise Risk Management solution bridges the gap by converging 
suppliers, vendors and subcontractors - their risks, cyber posture, insider threat, 
personnel security, human resources and more - into a single pane of glass.  
 

With Fresh Haystack comes the ability to continuously illuminate true Enterprise 
risk and the capability for a multi-dimensional, risk-hedging model that 
addresses and mitigates risks. In the end the solution will drive measurable 
enterprise decision-making based on quality data and analytics, for both public 
and private sector enterprises.  
 

 


